
Floor Planning & AutoCAD Standards 



Floor Planning Standards 

Initial AutoCAD Setup 

1. Set AutoCAD to save 2007 format .dwg file as default.

a. Select “Options” from the application menu (or type “options”).

b. Select “AutoCAD LT 2007 Drawing (.dwg)” from the “Save as” dropdown

box on the “Open and Save” tab.



2. Set the Wawa Template as the default file in Design Center.

a. Open Design Center by selecting its icon on the “Content” panel on the

“Insert” ribbon (or by pressing CTRL+2).

b. Navigate to the “JDA trace files\Blocks\” folder and right click on the

“Wawa Template.dwg” file.

c. Select “Set as Home” from the pop-up menu.

d. Once the initial setup is done, this file can be quickly returned to by

clicking the house icon at the top of Design Center.



Floor Planning Standards 

Title Blocks, Scales, & Viewports 

1. If this is a new drawing, drag the standard Wawa title block “11x17” from the

“Layouts” section of Design Center.  (See the “Design Center” topic for additional

information.)

2. Fill out the bottom portion of the title block by editing the attributes٭.

a. Enter the type of drawing in the “AB,NEW,REM,MINI,CAP,MER” field.

i. AB = As-Built

ii. PRO = Proposal

iii. NEW = New Store

iv. REM = Remodel

v. Other titles shall be determined on a per-project basis.

b. Enter today’s date in the “DDMMMYY” field.

c. Enter your initials in the “DRAWN BY” field.

d. If this is a new drawing, enter the store number and address, as well as

the store opening date in the “Data” portion of the title block٭.



3. Fill out the top portion of the title block by editing the attributes٭.

a. The top two lines labeled “Project” and “Date” should contain the most

recent information received.  Typically this will be a field survey, photos or

a drawing from an architect.

b. Move the prior data from the top two lines to the bottom 3 lines labeled

“Other”.  Older information in the “Other” section can be deleted if needed

to make room.

4. Delete block stating “Unconfirmed Equipment. Store Survey Required.” if a field

survey has been received since the last Proposal (PRO) drawing.

5. The standard scale for floor plans is 1/8” = 1’-0”.  It may occasionally be

necessary to reset the viewport to this scale.

a. Double-click inside the viewport to activate it.

b. Select 1/8” = 1’-0” from the “Viewport Scale” menu.



c. If necessary, PAN to obtain the desired view.

d. Double-click outside the viewport to deactivate it.

i. If there is no visible area of the screen outside of Model Space,

return to paper space by typing “PSPACE” then pressing “Enter”.

 Edit attributes by selecting its icon on the “Block” panel on the “Home” ribbon (or ٭

type “attedit”). 



Floor Planning Standards 

Layers 

1. The standard layers are contained in “\JDA trace files\Blocks\Wawa

Template.dwg”.

a. Refer to the “Initial AutoCAD Setup” topic for setting this as the “Home” file

in Design Center.

b. If a needed layer does not exist in the current drawing, open Design

Center to drag it in.  Refer to the “Design Center” topic for step-by-step

instructions.

2. Use the standard Wawa layers for any new entities added to a drawing.  It is

time-consuming, and therefore unnecessary, to convert old entities to the new

layers.  (Note: eventual updates to layers may be possible through automation.)

a. Access the “Layer Manager” by selecting its icon from the “Layers” panel

on the “Home” Ribbon.

b. Assign an entity to a layer by selecting it, then using the layer drop-down

box menu on the “Layers” panel on the “Home” ribbon.

c. To set a different current layer, select it then using the layer drop-down

box menu on the “Layers” panel on the “Home” ribbon when no entities

are selected.



3. The standard Wawa layers are:

LAYER NAME COLOR LINETYPE USAGE 
ADA GREY Hidden2 ADA 

CTR 140 (Lt. Blue) Hidden2 Cabinets 

CTRMISC Cyan Continuous Countertops 

DIM Yellow Continuous Dimensions 

EQ Blue Continuous Shelves, Food Service equipment 

EQ-E Cyan Continuous Electrical, Power Poles 

EQMISC 140 (Lt. Blue) Continuous Displays, Countertop equipment 

EQ-N 110 (Lt. Green) Continuous Text on Displays and Equipment 

FIRE Red Continuous Fire Extinguishers, Pulls and Alarms 

FLOOR-

PENETRATIONS 

30 (Orange) Hidden2 Floor Penetrations, Floor Electrical 

Boxes 

N Green Continuous Notes, Revision Clouds 

WAWA_TITLEBLOCK White Continuous Title Block 



Floor Planning Standards 

Text & Dimension Styles 

1. The standard text and dimension styles are contained in “\JDA trace

files\Blocks\Wawa Template.dwg”.

a. Refer to the “Initial AutoCAD Setup” topic for setting this as the “Home” file

in Design Center.

b. If a needed text or dimension style does not exist in the current drawing,

open Design Center to drag it in.  Refer to the “Design Center” topic for

step-by-step instructions.

2. The “WAWA_Standard” text style uses the Arial font for readability.

a. Access the “Text Style” dialog box by selecting its icon from the “Layers”

panel on the “Home” Ribbon, or by typing “STYLE” at the Command

Prompt.

b. Select the “WAWA_Standard” style, then click the “Set Current” button to

set it as the current style.

c. Leave the “Height” setting at 0” (or 0’-0”).  This will allow AutoCAD to

prompt for the height each time text is created.



d. An alternative method to set the text style is to select the dropdown menu

from the “Annotation” panel on the “Home” Ribbon.  Then select

“WAWA_Standard” as the current text style from the first dropdown menu.

e. For standard drawing set at 1/8”=1’-0”, use 6” high text in Model Space for

most notes.  8” or greater text can be used in Model Space if the note

needs to be larger to stand out.

f. Text placed in Paper Space should be 1/8” high.

3. There are two standard dimension styles; “WAWA_Merchandising” and

“WAWA_FoodService”.  The styles are very similar, with differences noted below.

a. “WAWA_Merchandising”:

i. Text height = “0.15” (becomes 7.2” high in model space)

ii. Text color = Yellow

iii. Dimensions round to the nearest inch.

b. “WAWA_FoodService”:

i. Text height = “0.125” (becomes 6” high in model space)

ii. Text color = 11 (pink)

iii. Dimensions are in feet and inches, rounded to the nearest 1/16”.



c. The different text colors serve as a visual aid to ensure the correct style is

being used.

4. To set the current dimension style, select the dropdown menu from the

“Annotation” panel on the “Home” Ribbon.  Then select “WAWA_Standard” as

the current text style from the second dropdown menu.



Floor Planning Standards 

Dimensioning Plans 

1. Set the current layer to “DIM” and select the desired dimension style.  See the

topic “Text and Dimension Styles” and “Design Center” for instructions on

working with these settings.

a. Use the dimension style “WAWA_Merchandising” to dimension

merchandising plans for use by the Field Merchandising team.

b. Use the dimension style “WAWA_FoodService” to dimension the food

service area for use by the Store Operations Services (SOS) team.

2. General merchandising dimensioning rules:

a. Dimension from a fixed point (i.e. outer walls, windows, cold box and

freezer doors, beverage wall, food service front line, checkout core, coffee

island, express case) to the nearest gondola.

b. Dimension between each gondola.

c. Do not dimension to moveable displays (i.e. Entenmann’s Singles rack,

Candy Promo, Banana Tree, etc…) unless the space is very tight, and a

dimension is helpful to indicate ADA compliance.  In the case where these

dimensions are used, also place a dimension to fixed points (see item

2.a.).

d. See attached example drawings of Legacy and Gas stores.

3. Using dimensions to communicate with the Field Merchandising team:

a. Dimensions placed on As-Built drawings (AB) indicate to the Field

Merchandising team the dimensions of items already in the store.

b. Dimensions placed on Proposal drawings (PRO) indicate to the Field

Merchandising team the dimensions they should set items to if clouded,

and of items already in the store if not clouded.

c. If a dimension is unknown, place a blank dimension to indicate to the Field

Merchandising team that they should measure it and supply it when doing

their field survey.



Floor Planning Standards 

Block Library 

1. The standard block library is contained in “\JDA trace files\Blocks\Wawa

Template.dwg”.

a. Refer to the “Initial AutoCAD Setup” topic for setting this as the “Home” file

in Design Center.

2. Each block name begins with a 3-letter prefix for organization within Design

Center.
ATM_ Automated Teller Machines 

BEV_ Beverage Dispensers 

CHP_ Chip Shelving (3-Sided fixtures and RSS racks) 

DSP_ Display racks and fixtures 

FDS_ Food Service equipment 

FIR_ Fire equipment (extinguishers, fire pulls, alarms) 

FLR_ Floor penetrations 

HND_ Handy Shelving 

LOT_ Lottery terminals and accessories 

LOZ_ Lozier Shelving 

PWR_ Power Poles and Electrical symbols 

REF_ Refrigerated cases and Freezers 

3. Each block has its primary components set to layer “0”.  The block must be set to

the correct layer during or after insertion.  The “0” layer entities will then take on

the attributes of the layer the block is assigned to.

4. Open Design Center by selecting its icon on the “Content” panel on the “Insert”

ribbon (or by pressing CTRL+2).



a. Left-click to select the desired block.  Then drag-and-drop the block into

the drawing area.

b. Attributes can be filled in when prompted during insertion.  They can also

be edited later by selecting “Edit Attribute” on the “Attributes” panel on the

“Insert” ribbon, or by typing “ATTEDIT” at the Command Prompt.

c. After insertion, set the block to the correct layer, rotate it and snap it into

place if necessary.



Floor Planning Standards 

Design Center

1. All layers, blocks, text styles, dimension styles, and borders are contained in

“\JDA trace files\Blocks\Wawa Template.dwg”.

a. Refer to the “Initial AutoCAD Setup” topic for setting this as the “Home” file

in Design Center.

2. Open Design Center by selecting its icon on the “Content” panel on the “Insert”

ribbon (or by pressing CTRL+2).

3. The standard process for inserting standard elements is the same regardless of

the element type.

a. Select the element type (i.e. Blocks, Dimstyles, Layers, etc…) from the

navigation pane on the left side of Design Center.

b. Select the desired element from the right side of Design Center and drag it

into the drawing file for use.

4. Blocks:



5. Dimension Styles:

6. Layers:



7. Layouts (Title Blocks):

8. Text Styles:



Floor Planning Standards 

Plotting

1. Enter the “Plotting” dialog box by selecting the “Plot” icon from the “Plot” panel on

the “Output” ribbon, typing “plot” or pressing “CTRL+P”.

2. Plot to 11” x 17” paper.

a. This should typically be the default settings saved with the drawing.  After

making any necessary changes to match the dialog box shown below,

press the “Apply Changes to Layout” button.

b. Press the “Ok” button to plot.



3. Plot to PDF file.

a. Make necessary changes to match the diagram below, but typically these

settings will not need to be saved with the drawing.  The differences from

plotting to paper have been circled.

b. Click the “Ok” button to plot.

4. Note that any entity on the “DEFPOINTS” layer, such as the Viewport border

(white in old files, green in files using the new template), will not plot.  Individual

layers can also be set to non-plotting.



Floor Planning Standards Process: 

As-Built Drawings (AB) 

File Management: 
1. Copy all .dwg files in FTP’s “Plans” folder to your Desktop “FTP Transfer” folder.
2. Copy these old .dwg files to FTP’s “Archives” folder.
3. Delete these old .dwg files from FTP’s “Plans”.
4. Open the current floor plan (by looking in “JDA_Trace” folder to see which plan is

live).
5. Save this as a new As-Built drawing in your Desktop “FTP Transfer” folder using

the following naming convention:
• xxxx AB ddMMMyyyy.dwg
• xxxx = Store number (i.e. 0297, 8001)
• dd = Day (i.e. 05, 23)
• MMM = 3 characters for month (JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, JUN, JUL,

AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV, DEC)
• Yy = Year (i.e. 10, 11)
• Example:  0297 AB 27MAR10.dwg

Inputs: 
1. Check for survey drawing(s) from the Field Merchandising team and/or LSI.
2. Check for store photos from the Field Merchandising team and/or LSI.

New AB Drawing in AutoCAD: 
1. Update title block:

• Lower right corner – AB, date, initials
• Upper right corner – Move existing data to lower lines.  First line = “Field

Survey”, Second Line = “mm/dd/yy XXX”.  (Month, day, year of the survey
or photos, name of surveyor)

2. Clean out any change notes on PRO drawings, dimensions, circles, clouds,
deleted equipment on the front porch.

3. Incorporate changes marked on field merchandising survey drawings.
4. Verify drawing vs. photos.



5. Handle current issues that are being dealt with through the as-built drawing
process.  Note that these issues are constantly changing.  This document will be
kept as up-to-date as possible, but check with the Space Planning Manager for
any updates:

• Check for “obvious” ADA violations (i.e. ATM’s, Hot Dog Warmers,
vestibule items).

• Dimension all As-Builts.  See the “Dimensioning Plans” topic for further
information.

• Remove obsolete fixtures and categories (i.e. ADC Maps, Sunglasses).
• Replace shippers with new display racks.
• Ensure “Free Publications” fixture is in store and on layer “EQMISC”.
• Delete labels from cold beverage doors except for “Dairy”.
• Delete equipment and labels from core checkout countertops.  (Keep

safes and bag wells.)
• Ensure that all stores have condiment rack and hexagonal recycling bin.
• Remove Hot Dog Roller Grills from all stores.
• Verify labels cake sections match POG’s in JDA.
• Rename “Bimbo” category “Bon Appetit”.
• Label all Provisioning Chip sections as “Chips” (no more “Herr’s Prov”)
• Remove “# Shelves” labels from Cold Box, Freezers & Dairy/Produce

Cases
• For Gas Stores:  Take “Film/Battery” label off.  Label should be

“Seasonal”.  (Film & Battery has been integrated into Automotive, but keep
label as “Auto”)

• If anything stands out as a significant discrepancy, call the store to verify
what’s actually installed.  Consult store files for past drawings to help track
down problems.

6. Refer to the “Best Practices” topic for cleaning and purging the drawing.

Printed Copies: 
1. Print (1) 11”x17” copies in black and white for the Floor Planning Project

Coordinator.  Highlight any changes that will affect fixtures and POG’s in JDA.

File Management: 
1. Save as .dwg (AutoCAD 2007 format).
2. Save as .dxf (AutoCAD 2010 format).
3. Close the drawing.
4. Copy the .dwg drawing to FTP’s “Plans” folder.
5. Copy the .dxf drawing to “JDA_Trace” folder.
6. Delete the files from your Desktop “FTP Transfer” folder.



Floor Planning Standards Process: 

Proposal Drawings (PRO) 

File Management: 
1. Copy As-Built (AB) .dwg file in FTP’s “Plans” folder to your Desktop “FTP

Transfer” folder.
2. Open the current floor plan.
3. Save this as a new Proposal (PRO) drawing in your Desktop “FTP Transfer”

folder using the following naming convention:
• xxxx PRO ddMMMyyyy.dwg
• xxxx = Store number (i.e. 0297, 8001)
• dd = Day (i.e. 05, 23)
• MMM = 3 characters for month (JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, JUN, JUL,

AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV, DEC)
• Yy = Year (i.e. 10, 11)
• 0297 PRO 18JAN11.dwg

Inputs (for Portfolio Review Process): 
1. Review GM/AM comments from store survey.
2. Check the store’s Region file for old comments and requests.
3. Check lists for projects pending for this store (i.e. Lozier, Lottery, Specialty

Beverages, Baked Rolls).

New PRO Drawing in AutoCAD: 
1. Update title block:

• Lower right corner – PRO, date, initials
2. Click on “Model” tab.
3. Create PRO plan by considering the following factors:

• For a Lozier store, erase all current shelves and start over with new Lozier
shelves .  The current standard is 3’ gondola sections and flat end caps.

• For major changes (i.e. turning aisles, splitting aisles) to store’s layout,
check store’s sales rank and SLI to determine if it’s worth it.  (Typically SLI
should be $500,000 or higher if considering major changes.)

• Incorporate feedback from “Inputs” listed above.
• Check sales data (GP PSW) in JDA and compare to corporate averages

to “right size” each category.
• Consider adding Bon Appetit to stores with strong cake sales and a Bon

Appetit Rank = 4 or 5.



• Lay out categories to keep similar categories adjacent to each other as
often as possible:

o Meat Snacks, Snack Nuts, Energy Bars
o Single Serve Cakes, Breakfast-To-Go, Provisioning Cakes
o Grocery, Bread, Provisioning Cakes
o Chips, Warehouse Snacks
o Candy, Bag Candy, Theater Candy

• Lottery, ATM, Bakery Case, Grab & Go End Caps require a Power Pole.
Allow 3” between equipment and gondola and insert block the Power Pole
block from Design Center.

4. Verify store meets ADA, Fire Code and Wawa design guidelines:
• Two 3’x4’ overlapping boxes at Lottery, Hot Dog Warmer and 1st ATM

(Additional ATM’s only need to comply with one 3’x4’ box.)
• Aisles shall be a minimum of 44” wide, but can drop to as low as 28” for a

distance of 24” or less.
• Perimeter (i.e. freezers and cold boxes) shall be 48” minimum.
• Work areas (i.e. in front of ICEE, Post-Mix) shall allow 5’-0” in front.
• Ideally the checkout core should have 6’-0” around it.

5. Add displays where appropriate.
6. Dimension shelves and equipment.
7. If any shelves or equipment are being removed from the store, they should be

place on the front porch.  Draw an “X” through them to indicate removal.
(Exception:  don’t do this for shelving replacement stores.)

8. Erase any temporary items “outside” the store.
9. “Zoom Extents” to ensure store fills the screen’s view.  If it doesn’t, check for

hidden layer and make corrections.  (This affects how the drawing shows up the
stores’ portals.)

10. Return to Paper Space.
11. Circle and/or cloud all changes including dimensions that differ from the As-Built.
12. Add a block of notes to the bottom right corner describing changes.
13. Refer to the “Best Practices” topic for cleaning and purging the drawing.

Printed Copies: 
1. Print (1) 11”x17” copy in black and white for the Space Process Manager.  Also

supply the As-Built (AB) drawing and JDA sales report with it.

File Management: 
1. Save as .dwg (AutoCAD 2007 format).
2. Close the drawing.
3. Copy the .dwg drawing to FTP’s “Plans” folder.
4. Delete the files from your Desktop “FTP Transfer” folder.



Floor Planning Standards 

Best Practices 

1. Before saving the drawing for placement back on the FTP Site/File Server:

a. Enter Model Space by clicking the “Model” tab.

b. Erase any unused entities from outside the perimeter of the store,

including those on “Frozen” and “Off” layers. Doing this avoids issues in

JDA and Intactix.  (If this is a PRO drawing, any equipment and shelving

placed on the front porch to indicate removal can stay.)

c. “Zoom Extents” in Model Space.  (The easiest way to do this is to double-

click the scroll wheel on the mouse.)

d. Enter Model Space by clicking the “11x17” tab.

e. “Zoom Extents” in Paper Space.  (The easiest way to do this is to double-

click the scroll wheel on the mouse.)

f. Purge the drawing of unused entities to minimize the file size.

i. From the Application Menu, select “Purge” from the “Drawing

Utilities” submenu, or type “purge”.



ii. Ensure that option “Confirm each item to be purged” is unchecked,

and option “Purge nested items” is checked.  Click the “Purge All”

button.  Sometimes “Purge All” has to be clicked two or three times

to clear out nested entities.  Click “Close” when finished.

2. Never move the entire store within model space.  Keeping it in-place makes it

easier to align the new Trace File in JDA.

3. Use Object Snaps for precise placement of blocks and dimensions.  Set and use

Object Snaps as follows:

a. Right-click on “OSNAP” on the bottom bar of AutoCAD.  Click “Settings…”

on the pop-up menu.



b. The recommended Object Snaps for floor plan use is:  Endpoint, Midpoint,

Node, Quadrant, Intersection and Insertion, but other settings can be

selected if desired.  Click the “OK” button to apply new settings.

c. Toggle Object Snaps on and off with the “F3” key.

d. Override running Object Snap settings by “Shift-Right-Clicking” while in a

command, then select the desired Object Snap.

4. Use Ortho and Polar to keep lines at 45 and 90 degree angles.

a. Toggle Object Snaps on and off with the “F8” key.  Using Ortho constrains

lines and object movement to horizontal and vertical directions.

b. Toggle Polar on and off with the “F10” key.  Using Polar constrains lines

and object movement to horizontal and vertical directions, as well as 45

degree angles.

i. Right-click on “POLAR” on the bottom bar of AutoCAD.  Click

“Settings…” on the pop-up menu.



ii. 
iii. The recommended setting for using Polar Tracking with stores with

turned aisles is 45 degrees.  For stores with angles other than 45

degrees, additional angles can be added as needed by adding an

angle by clicking the “New” button and checking the “Additional

Angles”.




